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	The info-packed, truth-telling guide expectant and new mothers have been screaming into their pillows for.

	

	So you're making a person...and no one will stop telling you what to do about it. Your friends, your neighbors, your Uber driver--everyone is giving you unsolicited advice, to which Beth and Jackie say: F*ck advice! There's no "right" way to be pregnant or a new mom, only stretchy pants to be worn and choices to be made.

	

	This illustrated guide asks and answers all the essential questions that pop up from the first trimester to the fourth, such as: Should I have an unmedicated or drugged-out birth? (Up to you!) Will I have time to pee as a new mom? (Maybe!) How do I avoid hating my partner? (That's a little more complicated.) Funny, feminist, and, above all, pro-mom, this book is an actually useful baby shower gift.
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PROC SQL by Example: Using SQL within SASSAS Institute, 2008
SAS defines Structured Query Language (SQL) as “a standardized, widely used language that retrieves data from and updates data in tables and the views that are based on those tables” (see Base SAS 9.2 Procedures Guide: Procedures: The SQL Procedure: Overview). SQL is not an exclusive feature of SAS; it has been implemented by many...
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For Men Of UnderstandingTa-Ha Publisher, 1999
It is stated as follows in the 164th verse of Surah al-Baqarah that one of the purposes of the Qur’an’s revelation is to think, "In the creation of the heavens and earth, and the alternation of the night and day, and the ships which sail the seas to people’s benefit, and the water which Allah sends down from the sky –...
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Jump Start PHPSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2013

	
		Get a Jump Start on PHP today!

	
		PHP is a key server-side technology in web development, enabling you to quickly and simply develop interactive, usable and engaging websites and applications.

	
		In just one weekend with this SitePoint book, you'll learn how to:

		
			Install all of the...
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Information Systems Project Management: Methods, Tools and TechniquesFinancial Times Management, 2003
It is a statement of fact that project management has gone through a major culture change, as fundamental as the introduction of the first software management methodologies in the 1970s. So what does information systems project management mean to professionals and students where project management is seen as mission critical? According to the...
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Early Mathematics Learning: Selected Papers of the POEM 2012 ConferenceSpringer, 2013

	â€‹This book will gather current research in early childhood mathematics education. A special focus will be the tension between instruction and construction of knowledge. The book includes research on the design of learning opportunities, the development of mathematical thinking, the impact of the social setting and the...
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Tricks of the MindTransworld Publishers, 2007
Derren Brown's television and stage performances have entranced and dumbfounded millions.His baffling illusions and stunning set pieces– such as the Séance, Russian Roulette and the Heist – have set new standards of what's possible, as well as causing more than their fair share of controversy.Now, for the first time, he reveals...
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